
SEDGWICK GETS BACK TO WINNING WAYS IN       

IOWA 

 

Round 5 of the Vertex Stock Car Cup was contested on the fastest short track               

in the world, the Iowa Speedway. The resulting race did not disappoint as it              

was one of the closest and “nail-biting” races so far. After 172 laps, several              

lead changes, pit stops and battles throughout the field, it was Vertex Sport’s             

Alex Sedgwick who took the chequered flag, by half a second from Aaron             

Smith. 

Nineteen drivers lined up for the race on a circuit, which many had very little               

experience of beforehand. Qualifying was two laps and, at the end of the ten-minute              

session, it was Braxx Racing’s Bryan Crauwels who was fastest, with Aaron Smith             

alongside on the front row and Alex Sedgwick and Adrian Birks on the second row.               

At the end of qualifying, the top nine drivers were covered by just a tenth of a                 

second. 



Pole sitter Crauwels for the first time led the traditional rolling start and got a good                

start, holding the lead over the fast-starting Sedgwick who jumped Smith and Birks             

losing out to Guillaume Hesnault, who dropped down to fourth. 

After twenty-one green flag laps, the first caution came out due to contact between              

Yuri Ismael and George Tolsma. All the drivers pitted and, with nineteen cars on pit               

lane, the extra pressure caused Ben Creanor to over-shoot his pit box losing places              

in the subsequent race off pit lane. 

Race leader Crauwels also lost out on the race from pit lane as the quicker pitting                

Sedgwick took over the lead. The restart on lap 25 saw Sedgwick hold the lead with                

Crauwels in second and Smith in third. A further thirty-one green flag laps were              

completed until the caution came out on 56. Again, the caution allowed all the              

drivers to hit pit lane. This time, race leader Sedgwick overshot his pit box and               

Crauwels capitalised by winning the race off pit lane and taking back the race lead. 

With just over a hundred laps to go and the seventh green flag lap, Naaijer lost the                 

back of the car, hitting the wall and bringing out the third caution. Immediately, the               

lead cars positioned one behind the other and headed for the pits but, as the leaders                

entered pit lane, at the last moment Hesnault and Connor Mills dummied the field              

and pulled out of the train and stayed on track. 

Hesnault, Mills, Fletcher, Doble, Harvey, Jack Mace and Jase Glen all choose to             

stay out and retain their track positions. Now Hesnault took over the race lead. Of               

the cars who pitted, it was Birks who won the race off pit lane, with Sedgwick in                 

second, both rejoining in eleventh and twelfth positions. 

At the restart, Hesnault got a great start pulling away from the pack; behind, Fletcher               

powered past Mills into second and, behind them, the field was three and four wide.               

In the middle of the pack, Sedgwick coming quickly through the field on his newer               

tyres, was tagged and spun before being collected by the unsighted Tolsma. 

The caution came out and Sedgwick immediately pitted to repair the damage            

dropping him to the back of the field. The lead cars stayed out behind Hesnault and                

second place Fletcher; Mills, Harvey, Doble, Glen and Ismael in eighth place, made             



up the front four rows. Meanwhile, after repairs, Sedgwick rejoined in eighteenth            

place as the cars restarted in single file. 

After four green flag laps, previous race leader Sedgwick was up to twelfth place and               

closing on Crauwels, Mace, Smith and Topley. At the front, current series champion             

Mills passed Fletcher to move into second place, just before another caution. 

With the caution out, all the cars hit pit lane but, as the cars raced off pit lane, it was                    

Fletcher who exited first followed by Mills, Smith then previous race leader Hesnault.             

Sedgwick also gained positions moving up to fourth place ahead of Birks, Harvey,             

Crauwels and Doble. 

With a move of eighteen places from his original starting position, Fletcher became             

the fourth race leader at the restart on lap 92. With increased grip, Hesnault, using               

the low line, got a strong run on Fletcher and took over the lead. Behind, Sedgwick,                

using the high line, also passed Fletcher who then made contact with Mills, dropping              

him down to fifth. The new leader Hesnault built a seven-tenths of a second lead               

over Sedgwick when another caution came out on lap 115 due to Harvey and              

Creanor making contact. 

All the lead cars headed to the pits for new tyres and fuel. Hesnault won the race off                  

pit lane from Sedgwick, Mills, Smith and previous race leader Fletcher rejoining in             

seventh. 

With the floodlights illuminating the track, Hesnault led the pack around to the restart              

zone on lap 120. Hesnault got the jump on Sedgwick and held the lead with Mills and                 

Birks battling behind for third. With just three green-flag laps completed, the caution             

came out again on lap 125. 

With only a small number of laps on their tyres, the lead cars stayed out on track but                  

behind, Creanor, Hooper, Freiensehner, Ismael, Naaijer and Fletcher all pitted for           

new tyres. The race now changed again; the cars which decided to pit now had               

tyres which would last to the end of the race, but the leading cars would still need to                  



pit. As the cars lined up behind the pace car, Freiensehner in eleventh place was               

the first car on new tyres, with Creanor alongside in twelfth. 

At the restart, Hesnault took the low line with Sedgwick taking the high line. Smith               

started behind Hesnault and Mills behind Sedgwick. As the cars entered the            

acceleration zone, Hesnault again hit the front with Sedgwick behind, Smith held            

third and Mills and Topley battled for fourth. At the front, Sedgwick using the low line                

got underneath Hesnault and took the lead on lap 136. Smith lost third to Mills but                

then retook the position back to head a group of six cars all on the tail of the leaders. 

Lap 141, the caution came out again due to Freiensehner being collected by Glen              

after a hard hit into the wall. With the caution out, the leaders pitted but Creanor,                

Doble and Mills stayed out. As the leaders raced off pit lane, both Hesnault and               

Smith beat Sedgwick by only taking two tyres, against Sedgwick’s four. 

The restart saw Mill’s lead the pack followed by Doble, Creanor, Smith, Hesnault and              

previous race leader Sedgwick. Meanwhile, Fletcher’s race was falling apart as he            

picked up a pit lane speeding penalty and had to return to the pits where he decided                 

to change all his tyres. 

The race restarted on lap 144 with Mills holding the lead but Doble dropped to ninth                

and Sedgwick moved up to fifth. Behind, Creanor moved up the circuit to get into the                

high line but misjudged the gap to Hesnault and hit him, spinning him into the wall.                

Trying to avoid the two cars Crauwels and Mace also made contact. With the caution               

out, all the cars except Smith, Sedgwick, Topley and Birks, pitted. 

Lap 152, just twenty laps to go, Smith led the pack, Sedgwick alongside, Topley and               

Birks, Hill and Harvey making up the first three rows. Pole-sitter Crauwels was down              

in eleventh behind Ismael in tenth. Smith held the lead from the start from Sedgwick               

and Birks, until a multi-car pile-up between Creanor, Tolsma, Naaijer and Glen            

brought out the caution again. 



As the field headed towards pit lane, at the last minute both Smith and Sedgwick               

dummied the field and stayed out keeping track position. Only Naaijer, Tolsma, Glen,             

Hooper and Mace all decided to pit. 

With just fifteen laps to go, the restart saw Smith lead Sedgwick. With eight laps to                

go, Sedgwick dived down the inside of Smith and, with a better run off the corner,                

retook the lead. 

Mills moved into third with three laps to go and Topley fell to sixth behind the                

recovering Crauwels who was now up to fifth, before making contact with the wall.              

The caution did not come out and, as the white flag was shown to race leader                

Sedgwick, he held the lead for the final lap to cross the line in front of Smith by half a                    

second. 

Mills crossed the line in third, followed by Birks, Crauwels and Topley in sixth.              

Fletcher finished in a well deserved seventh making up a total of twelve places, the               

highest mover, ahead of Hesnault, Doble and Hill topping out the top ten. 

As the fireworks went off around the Iowa Speedway, Sedgwick added plenty of tyre              

smoke as he celebrated his first oval win in this series. 


